What Hospitals Must Know to Improve the Effectiveness
of Their Self-Pay Collection Strategy
The time is now for hospitals to reconsider the importance of self-pay
account collection to their financial health.

Summary
Over the years concern for hospital self-pay accounts has taken a backseat to nearly every other
activity in the healthcare business and for good reason: self-pay revenues have historically had low
recovery rates. In addition, those accounts have comprised a relatively small part of the overall
accounts receivable. Rather than expend time and effort on these accounts, hospitals, instead,
focused their resources into improving clinical operations and beefing up processes to speed
payments from the government and third party payers. And this made sense. The landscape has
changed, and the time is now for hospitals to reconsider the importance of self-pay account
collection to their financial health.
A number of tools, software, and outsource services are available to Patient Financial Services
(PFS) professionals—these range from buying credit information on guarantors to scoring engines
that combine a number of broad national, or maybe regional attributes--- this enable users to
somewhat segment accounts and alter the number of letters and statements mailed to guarantors
before the accounts progress to collections. Yet, scoring and segmenting self-pay accounts,
whether with an off-the-shelf tool, licensed software, or by traditional early-out vendor, is only
part of a move in the right direction.
Today’s best practices require more--they require the science of sophisticated behavioral and
statistical analytics to truly understand individual guarantors’ attributes in a way real enough to
determine who will pay, when they will pay, how much they will pay, and how best to elicit that
payment.
This document examines the components required to assure the application of today’s best
practices in the recovery of active self-pay accounts receivable. Join us as we Connect the Dots to
increased recovery, improved operational efficiencies, and an enhanced patient experience with
the billing process.
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Today’s Self-Pay Challenge
More Americans than ever before have health insurance coverage due to the Affordable Care Act. The
number of covered patients is not the only thing that has increased. Patient co-pays and deductibles are
skyrocketing. High Deductible Health Plans (HDHPs) were almost nonexistent 10 years ago. Today those
plans comprise 20 percent of covered worker enrollment.
It is interesting to see shifts these changes have made in the make-up of hospital self-pay accounts
receivable. In the past, most of a hospitals self-pay receivables were comprised of bad-debt resulting from
uninsured patients who could not or would not pay their account balances. Today a new class of self-pay
has emerged. This class is comprised of the newly insured who, if not for healthcare reform, would be
straight private-pay.
This class is seeking healthcare services at an increasing rate because now they can. In the past they’d
either not go to a doctor or put off visits until the last possible moment. Now that they have coverage
through HDHPs, hospitals are seeing a transition where those same people who used to be the bulk of a
hospital’s bad debt accounts are now emerging on hospital accounts receivable ledgers as private pay
accounts with balances due.
This new class is not limited to the newly insured. Our nation’s employers, in an attempt to manage their
own expenses, are moving the traditionally insured population of patients to HDHPs as well subjecting
this population, too, to increases in co-pays and deductibles.
Historically, collection of self-pay balances was a simple process. Hospitals were content to issue a couple
of monthly statements and a final notice before sending accounts to collections. Savvy Patient Financial
Services managers might have implemented additional steps to their process for collecting self-pay
balances such as calling guarantors on accounts over a certain dollar threshold. More progressive FPS
managers might engage a letter-service to contact guarantors more frequently which often evolved into
some collection agencies retrofitting collection systems for an early out service that would perform a
defined work effort (typically a work effort based on the experience of the PFS manager) before returning
accounts to the hospital for referral to a collection agency.

The reality is those out of date self-pay recovery best–practice processes
are no longer enough to address the continued increase in patientresponsibility accounts. Payment systems and processes in use today in
most hospitals and clinics are not engineered to accommodate this large
volume. Relying on old practices simply will not work.
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Understand Your Constituents and the Community You Serve
The first step to improving performance is to understand your constituents and the community you serve.
Standard key performance indicators and reporting do not take advantage of today’s business intelligence
capabilities and big data analysis, nor does the conventional wisdom based on the experience of the good
ole days.
Analytics prove all guarantors are not created equal, and identifies granular segments of guarantors’
behavioral patterns and the relative likelihood of individual patients to pay.

The key to improved recovery is to use the derived data intelligence from
your past to drive the development of effective workflow processes that
target your guarantors individually.

This analysis provides a valid performance baseline of historical results and for measuring future
improvement and a foundation for building hospital-specific predictive models---inherently tailored to
your hospital’s unique service community.

Develop a Rich Predictive Model
The right combination of predictors will perform better by considering multiple aspects of guarantors and
their behavior. An equation that combines multiple predictors is called a model. For this reason,
predictive analytics is also called predictive modeling.
A predictive model must be rich and complex combining dozens, if not scores, of predictors. This model
must go beyond the use of basic attributes like FICO scores, past payment history, and personal
demographics such as urban versus rural.
The real trick is to find the best predictive model. This is a difficult problem since there are so many
options, and for each kind of model, there are all the weights or rules of other mechanics that determine
precisely how the predictors are combined. In fact, there are so many choices, it is literally impossible for
a person to try them all and find the best one.
You must also have solid proof that the model you choose is a good one. A recovery curve (shown on the
next page) estimates recoveries from a workflow process guided by predictive analytics. The recovery this
curve predicts depends on the ranking of your guarantors by a predictive model.
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Sample Recovery Curve

The effectiveness of the predictive ranking is clear. With no predictive model and no means to rank
guarantors, there may be reduced recovery, as shown by the black line. Given this state of affairs, the rise
(and eventual fall) of the upper recovery line is a testimony to how well the model predicts.
A careful combination of predictors performs better recovery efforts by considering multiple aspects of
guarantors and their behaviors. Predictive analytics finds the right way to combine predictors by building
a model optimized according to your own data.

Building predictive analytics models requires not only expert mathematical
knowledge, but also expertise in the overall Patient Financial Services
business process.
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Use Science, Not Your Gut, To Know Who Will Pay, How and When
Hospitals can no longer rely solely on their business office manager’s “gut feel” for which of its self-pay
accounts receivable will receive attention beyond the historic statement routine. Today’s best practices
require more – they require the science of sophisticated behavioral and statistical analytics to truly
understand individual guarantors’ attributes in a way real enough to determine who will pay, when they
will pay, how much they will pay, and how best to elicit that payment.
Guarantors must not be lumped into one category or even five. Without the requisite science to assess a
guarantor’s attributes with individual granularity, typical scoring and segmenting is no different than a
staff member’s gut feel approach to collections. Solid science, however, makes it possible for hospitals to
transition from the use of a few broad segments to access to dozens of definitive segments based on
predictive weighted combinations of personal attributes related to historic payment patterns, behavioral
characteristics, demographic attributes and variables specific to the hospital’s specific service area.
Armed with this knowledge, the PFS professionals must determine the most effective approach to actively
engage the responsible party to assure the highest recovery while sustaining or improving the patient’s
experience with the hospital’s billing process. Today’s business intelligence tools provide thorough
analysis of guarantor data that will point the PFS professionals toward what combinations of workflow
effort are ideal for any given guarantor in order to assure active engagement that leads to successful
collection of the open receivables. For example, should the responsible party be contacted by email, text,
or traditional mail? Should content and tone should be applied to the correspondence? Should the
communication take a matter-of-fact approach stressing urgency, or should the communication assume
a more patient tone, communicating empathy? Robust automation systems make it possible to identify
the ideal combination of delivery tone, communication tone and language resulting in the best collection
outcomes.

This is where an overwhelming challenge emerges: determining how to
use this intelligence in a cost-effective process.

It is not feasible to increase staffing levels to accommodate the volume of accounts and address each
patient individually. Print vendors can automate the production of statements and mailing. Call centers
can automate dialing using simple rules-based logic. Hospital websites can support an automatic payment
portal?
How do innovative PFS professionals pull this all together in a cost-effective and efficient manner? They
achieve this by integrating their processes with workflow automation.
Custom scripts are created for outbound innovative voice response (IVR) calls. Inbound call scripts are
created for account representatives. Letters, statements, texts, and emails are created based on a
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guarantor’s unique attributes. The system is automated and dynamically monitored to measure the
success of each effort so that follow-up efforts can be further refined.

The beauty of using data analytics with an automated workflow is the
special personalized manner that not only improves the patient’s
experience with the billing process, but more importantly, increases the
opportunity for patient engagement in an informative, consistent manner
that leads to increased recoveries.

Deploy Your Patient Engagement Strategy
Today’s effective patient billing processes combine advanced analytics and workflow automation to drive
a well-planned strategy for Patient Engagement. Individually the concepts are not game changers,
however, when perfectly integrated, the synchronization increases active self-pay revenue and boosts
patient satisfaction with the billing process.
Many studies have demonstrated that a patient’s payment experience colors their overall feelings about
a hospital stay. As in retail, customer satisfaction is vital as patients begin to exercise greater choice, both
in how much to pay and where to go next time. Generally, the last impression is a lasting one.
Many innovative providers are already rethinking the role of revenue cycle in overall patient engagement
strategies, and have discovered that positive billing and payment experiences can impact patient
satisfaction and loyalty as well as reduce costs and raise revenue.
An expertly-executed patient engagement strategy, fostering a satisfying patient experience, includes
early and consistent contact with education surrounding the billing process, building patient trust in the
process (and keeping it), patient friendly statements, 24/7 access, personalized contact and various
payment options.

Conclusion
Today’s best practices require more than cobbling together tools - they require a holistic approach,
…connecting the dots…of big data analytics and predictive modeling driving behavior-attuned workflow
processes and operational efficiencies, all leading to measurably improved patient engagement and
recoveries.
Whether you’re doing active self-pay in-house, or you're working with a revenue cycle vendor; you owe it
to yourself, your self-pay patients, and your bottom line to watch this short video located at
https://youtu.be/w5p49iBCKis .
.
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CaptureNet has spent nearly a decade bringing new innovation and market leading results to community
health systems who needed a better way to increase their active self-pay net receivables.
More than hyped up claims and fanciful statistics that appear in ads in industry publications, or the sales
pitches it seems everybody makes, CaptureNet actually delivers on its promise of results. Driven by
innovation. The kind of innovation and results you can't afford to dismiss.
Take a look. And...capture more, with CaptureNet.
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CaptureNet was created by healthcare industry professionals with more than 35 combined years
of experience in revenue cycle management and more specifically, active self-pay and balance
after recovery. Like you, CaptureNet founders believed there had to be a better way to capture
more active self-pay revenue by applying innovation-that-delivers-results. So, they built a solution
to help you perform better.
Nearly a decade later, more than 200 progressive and innovative community health systems and
600 trailblazing CFOs and leading patient financial services professionals trust CaptureNet to
improve net collection of active self-pay receivables; drive tens of millions of dollars in annual
bottom line returns, and improve the self-pay customer experience in the process.
For more information, visit our website at www.capturenet.com or call (866) 309-2900.

